Book: *Homegoing*

*Morgan Library Copy:*
https://colostate.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01COLSU_INST/via34g/alma991021231189703361

*PBS Books:*
https://youtu.be/V8mhBt-RUSU?si=dv4ZyaMt8XbiELN-

**Author:** Yaa Gyasi

**Themes:** Generational relationships and impacts of racism and slavery between people of Africa and the United States

**Content Cautions:** Slavery and enslaved experiences, violence, sex, racism, drugs

**Synopsis:** Novel that "follows the parallel paths of [two] sisters and their descendants through eight generations: from the Gold Coast and tribal wars of Ghana, to the plantations of Mississippi, from the American Civil War to the Great Migration north to the streets of 20th century Harlem and the Jazz Age. Yaa Gyasi's extraordinary novel illuminates slavery's troubled legacy both for those who were taken and those who stayed—and shows how the memory of captivity has been inscribed on the soul of our nation." —Provided by publisher

***

The resources in the FM JEDI collection were added with the intention of upraising traditionally marginalized voices. Viewpoints expressed are those of the author. We hope these materials add to a well-rounded world view. However, it’s up to the reader to interrogate their own viewpoints and biases and to determine what to take from the content.